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Meet This Month’s Next Generation Rider. 
Prestin age 2. Son of Staff Sgt. Clint Kurth

If you have a picture of your Next Generation Rider, feel free to send it in to me.
Who knows it just might kick start a Hollywood career for them. Send those pic's
to preacher@freeriderspress.us or by snail mail to 4500 Hwy 66, Stevens Point,
WI 54481

Mission Statement:
This paper was started out of the love and respect for being in the wind, and the brothers and sis-

ters that are in the wind also. I have been riding all my life and have learned what brotherhood means. The
Free Riders Press is a paper dedicated to the biker who knows this respect. Not barring any rider for what he
wears or rides. We try to cover stories that make the public sit back and have a positive outlook on bikers.
We will try to cover events that are for the biker and put on by the biker. This paper will be used to better
the riding community through education, updates and personal views that are of positive thinking for the rid-
ing community in general. We will try to fight the ongoing discrimination that seems to be thrown onto us
without our view being told. Free Riders Press is for all to enjoy, so by working together someday we can
be free in the wind, without the worry of any of the aforementioned items.

They say that the way to a man's heart is through his stomach. Well I'd like to revise
this to say a way to a man's heart is with some WARM weather. For crying out loud, I
think I saw some farm animals doing a "please get warm dance". The ducks and geese
have turned around a dozen times by now due to the ups and downs in temperature and
the news of more snow coming. Hell you can't even come up with a game plan to stick
your tongue to a pole because you don't know what the prospective temp will be in ten
minutes. Are these the writings of a nut case? Maybe! Or they could be someone that
just wants to get on his scoot and ride. I'm talking more than around the block. I am
sick of winter and from what I am hearing so is everyone else. Nuff said. 

I did go in the garage and turn the key on the shovel which gave a throaty belch and
then all was quiet again. I guess I need to throw the charger on it, but for that short sec-
ond, the joy of knowing that my baby and I will be running the roads on a warm spring
night, stopping only to see someone or gas up. The thoughts of all the parties and
events that I will attempt to make this year, and the thought of running into people I
haven't seen all winter excites me. I have to admit I have been a little down in the
dumps this year, not being able to attend certain events, but God willing I am going to
make up for it this year. Bet your ass I will!

You will notice that I have part of a book,  " Word of a Liar." in this issue that I am
hoping you all enjoy. It's just the beginning of a long process that will give all my
brothers and sisters a little something to look forward to in the next issue of the FRP.
After all I am here to make the winter a little more tolerable,  and the summers a little
more sizzling. Right? Please shoot me or the author Sally an e-mail and let us know
what you think. I enjoyed the first six chapters and I think you will to.

I do need to mention the passing of a very good guy that you may have heard of
unless you’ve got your head screwed on backwards. Everyone and I mean everyone
will miss the infamous Dave Sky. Yep, the musician with a heart of gold, the Santa
Clause to so many sick kids and the savior of parties when things got to slow. Dave
passed away Feb 23rd after a long bout with cancer. I will truly
miss his tie-dye shirts, bib over-alls and smile that would touch your
inner soul from this gentle man. The joy of just knowing an individ-
ual like Dave is more than a blessing for me, it's an honor. You will
be missed my friend.

Well that's about it on this end. The only thing I would like to
mention is that I really appreciate you all supporting our advertisers.
It means the world to me.  If you are a business and would like to
find out how reasonable you can advertise in the Free Riders Press
just give me a call. In fact for the first time in nearly 12 years, I
have places ad rates in the paper for you all to see. These rates have
stayed the same for years and I don't plan on any hikes in the future.
I am not doing this to get rich, I am doing this because I love my
Brothers and Sisters  In The Wind, and want to see everyone get a
little enjoyment once in a while.  So with that said, peace.

"Bingo's Downed Biker Fund”
Send to:
"Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
PO Box 11
Kimberly, WI  54136


